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See summary in Chinese.

Friendships are often altered due to small frictions or misunderstandings. They
tend to create worries because they don't know how to express their true
emotions and thoughts towards one and other. The master illustrator uses a
delicate and gentle style to fill the whole book with a warm sense of fairy tale. It is
fitting for both children and adult readers to enjoy.
The fortune for the year of golden tiger. The year begins on February 14, 2010. Li
Juming is a trusted I-ching based forecaster of feng shui. The advice in the book
gives day by day to-avoid and to-do activities, fortunes for all zodiac signs,
2010's global and China predictions, and 32 major taboos for this golden tiger
year. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The best-selling picture book writer Jin Yongzhen accompanies his children to
use their imagination to break through the siege. Everyone is arguing. Could it be
imagining what is going on in the world? Xiao Luo and Puppy Pianpian are
dispatched again to find a way to reconcile everyone! The atmosphere in Xiao
Luo's class is getting worse and worse. Every classmate is arguing with each
other and talking bad things about each other. Even when they go to the park to
play, they can find their slanderous graffiti. The puppy started to speak again. It
turned out that the last experience was not a dream! They re-entered the
imaginary world, but saw that everything became messy, it turned out to be a
dark pirate invasion.
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